Communication that works
POWERcomms
Prepayment technologies are evolving at a rapid rate and bringing with
it the demand for a stable communication infrastructure. This can be a
serious challenge for utilities, who are not IT specialists and may not have the
necessary personnel available to maintain technologies, methodologies and
associated infrastructure.

Key benefits
> Enables stable communication
> Conlog manages communication infrastructure
> Less downtime or offline systems

We see a world where we
can all achieve more while
using less

We help utilities maximise
their service delivery

Our products, solutions
and services are simple,
efficient and innovative

Keeping your site
connected and running

This is where Conlog’s POWERcomms product
provides the ideal solution. Through our extensive
experience and knowledge in the field, we have
developed a variety of products that will enable
communication for your prepaid infrastructure.
We offer three core products (ADSL-Lite; ManagedADSL; and Satellite-APN) which ensures that your
prepayment project is always up and running.
In addition, part of the package is enabling redundancy
protection if, for example, your main communication
link should go down for any reason. This is critical
because if the communication network is not operating,
your consumers are unable to purchase electricity.
Therefore, these are just some of the things that
Conlog’s solution assesses and manages.
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Further, once the suitable solution and package has
been developed for your needs, Conlog’s project
engineers will install and configure the system for you.
Conlog then manages and resolves any issues relating
to the system as the structure is owned and maintained
by Conlog’s technical specialists.
This ensures peace-of-mind for utilities who are then
able to focus on the business of electricity, whilst
Conlog focuses on ensuring your structure is operating
smoothly and efficiently by managing your prepaid IT
infrastructure.

